Olivia DeHavilland Scores In First Stellar Role Since GWTW
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Ranking with, if not surpassing,
the earthquake effects in the film
“San Francisco,” Paramount will
present the greatest storm sequence ever put before Technicolor
which
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Preceded by reports that tell a
spectacular action, gripping
suspense and vivid thrills and headtale of

lined by a cast that includes John
Litel, Barton MacLane, Rochelle
Hudson

and Glenn Ford,

Colum-

bia’s
“Men
Without
exciting
Souls,” will open Wed. at the Bijou

Theatre. The
be

new

film is

said to

of the best melodramas of

one

the year and the excellent characterizations contributed by the
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winning of the West by providing
high speed communication over
trackless plains and links its story
to ever-popular “Hopalong” Cassidy.
The action of “Stagecoach War”
around a phase of the
centers

TROPIC LOVE!
Thrill to the romance
of a jungle girl and a castaway, in the color-drenched

Niagara Falls honeymoon
hotel, Colman registers Miss Ro-

South Seas!

gers as his sister, but the romantic

atmosphere of the place and Colman’s growing regard for his
lovely companion begins to play
havoc with the platonic basis on
which they began. Aware of 'the
situation, Colman decided to slip
away quickly and return to New
York, for his own past is clouded,

more

A Paramount Plctura
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Colman recognizes
husband a
mate, and

Ginger’s
complacent,

in

he

makes

an odd stipulation—should they
win, Ginger must accompany him
on a strictly platonic honeymoon

before she marries (for the fiance Davenport
doesn’t believe in wasting money jurist and
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BEEN SEARCHING FOR!
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Every now and then a picture comes along
unheralded yet sparkling with greatness
“It Happened One Night” was one of these—
was “Four Daughters —and now comes
so
another such surprise hit.
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The thrilling climax of “Stagecoach War” is reached wth just
such a race, and it’s billed as one
of

At

them to display their versatility
to the full. They are supported
by a notable cast, numbering Jack
Carson, who has appeared in several previous Rogers vehicles, as
the luckless fiance Spring Byington as Miss Rogers’ fluttery aunt
Cecilia Loftus and Brandon Tynan
as an elderly married pair Harry

in order to marry.

prospective
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and he doesn’t dare propose marto Miss Rogers.
What happens thereafter, with
the blundering would-be groom
coming into the picture Coleman’s
arrest on a charge of stealing Miss
Rogers’ car, and the ensuing trail
real
discloses
Colman’s
that
clerk who is engaged to a smug
identity, make for an uproarious
and selfish dim-wit. A chance ocending to this distinctive piece of
currence leads Ginger to consider screen entertainment.
Colman a talisman of luck, and
Ronald Colman and Ginger Rogshe persuades him to join her in ers have
that enable

the
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ever

filmed. Since the picture was produced under the aegis of Harry

Sherman, who stands out in Hollywood as a producer of thrills,
express business in the old West the race promises to be something.
Another
interesting angle in
which was not only of tremendous
importance to owners of stage “Stagecoach War” is the matter
lines, but which provided much of of horses to be used in pulling the
the frontier entertainment of the stagecoaches. There’s one faction,

Before contracts to carry headed by “Hopalong” Cassidy,
while
for the mustang,
mails and passengers were let out that’s
by the larger express companies, there’s another which believes the
exhibitions were organized to pro- thoroughbred Morgan, one of the
vide rival contenders with an op- most famous of purely American
portunity to show off their equip- breeds, is the horse for the job.
The romantic angle in “Stagement. These exhibitions invariably
is
War”
by
broke up into breakneck races. coach
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The
occasions were gala, with “Hoppy’s”
saddlemate,
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Russel
by
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plenty of betting going on among Jenkins,
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Harry Sherman has taken the
vehicle which has hastened the
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At the

delightful laugh hits. With its setGreenwick
ting in New York’s
Village, at a Niagara Falls hotel
and in a little upstate town, it
projects Ronald Coleman in the
role of a mysterious Village artist
and Ginger Rogers as a book store

Miss.
Other old-timers who appear m
the picture are Trixie Friganza,
Grace LaRue and Julian Eltinge.
El
The supporting cast includes
dialect
Brendel, famous Swedish
Winninger,
Charles
comedian,
DonClaire Dodd, Nana Bryant and
ald Woods.
Reelism and latest News events
1
complete the program.
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Ronald Colman Co-Star
With Ginger At Carolina
Making their debut as a costarring team, Ronald Colman and
Ginger Rogers participate in a
sparkling set of movie adventures
in “Lucky Partners” which provide an exhilarating lift for the
soul such as movie-goers haven’t
in
a
while.
experienced
long
“Lucky Partners,” scheduled at
tbe Carolina Theatre for three days
starting Thursday, comes as one

TUESDAY

MORE THRILLING THAN...

Landis is appearing at, the
tomorrow and Tuesday in the feminine star role of
“Turnabout,” filmization of the Thorne Smith novel. She has .John
Hubbard and Adolph Menjou as co-stars with William Gargan, V'eree
Teasdale and Mary Astor in supporting featured roles.

Gorgeous golden-haired Carole

theatre

honeymoons!). And Colman
an agreeThat grand old greyhound of the even succeeds in gaining
ment to his rash proposal from
plains, the American stagecoach,
The ticket
is the hero of the latest action the bridegroom-to-be!
War,” draws a horse, and through a preromance,
“Stagecoach
which opens Friday at the Royal race sale prudently engineered by
the fiance, Colman and Ginger acTheatre.
on their
Typically American as the In- quire $6,000 and embark
dian himself, and occupant of an pseudo-nuptial trip.
undisputed and prominent niche
in the American legend, Producer men as any Brooklyn Dodger fan

music as they are with each other.
Charles Winninger, as an oldster
with youthful ideas, is at his su•perbly comical best, and Spring

and
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songs are to be heard.
“Meet the Sun Half
Way,’ ’“I Haven’t Time to Be a
“Pessimistic
and
Millionaire,”
Character,” performed as duets by
Bing and Gloria; “If I Had My
a solo by Crosby, and "Lit-

SMITH'S HILARIOUS NOVEL

LANDIS

Greyhound Of Plains To Open
There On Friday

Story

the featured supporting cast
pert Jane Wyman, blonde dynamo
of “Flight Angels,” and Eddie Albert, young Broadway musical
comedy star who is currently conas a romantic twosome who are
almost as much in love with swing
In
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New songs performed
resistible Crosby manner, the second appearance of the gifted
songbird, Gloria Jean, and the addition of five of the most famous
of old-time vaudevillians are promised in Universal’s new offering,
“If I Had My Way,” starring Crosby and Gloria Jean, which comes
to the Bijou theatre Thursday.
In the matter of tuneful melo-
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On the Man
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Robert Buckner and Earl Baldwin, based on a story by Walter
Reisch, is alive with gay comedy situations delightful romance
and a clever use of swing and
classical music to advance the
plot. Kurt Bernhardt has the direction and has made the most
of the charm and talents of a
3
brilliant cast.
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"CROSS COUNTRY
ROMANCE"

Back”

on

This picture gives Robert
Preston his first role opposite Miss
Lamour. Louis King directed.
One For the Book, and A Panda
Goes Fishing, and lates News
1
events complete the program.
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Byington has a charming role as
extremely wise and understanding wife.
The screen play by Ivan Goff,
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action follows the
Dorothy’s Eden,
and the subsequent mutiny by J.
Carrol Naish and his Kanaka crew.
Meanwhile, a vengeful Polynesian
Chief is pursuing the sailors, and
when he finds their island rendezA recent issue of Motion Pic- vous, he burns the island in an atture Daily carried the statement tempt to destroy them all. The tythat “A Study by Tri-State Thea- phoon, filmed in all its raging
tres has shown that the motion splendour, wrecks his plans. But
picture public is showing an in- in between those lines, there is
creased demand for the lighter plenty of swift-moving action.
Dorothy sings a haunting love
films.” An effective answer to this
demand is “My Love Came Back,” song, “Palms of Paradise,” which
which will have its first local promises to climb high on the hit

Briefly,

are

the He finds himself thrust into the
during pro- middle of a struggle between the
desperate inmates and the brutal
duction.
In spite of the role she plays, administration, headed by the caplovely Carole Landis exhibits a tain of the guards. Both sides restunning wardrobe marked by fem- gard him with distrust, but he
ininity and sophistication. Among doggedly goes to work to improve
her most elaborate creations are conditions and win the faith of the
gorgeous
negligees, form-fitting convicts.
Latest chapter Terry and the
bathing suits, smart town clothes
and streamlined evening gowns for Pirates, Silly Season, and Pooch
3
1 Parade are also on program.
dinner and dancing.

Naish, who arrive in
privately, owned sub-

sailor’s arrival

frothy comedy of errors, sparkreputed to be
ling with wit and charm. Olivia
one of the reasons why it is not
her
fresh
from
deHavilland,
“just another prison film.”
triumph as Melanie in "Gone
Litel is said to be most noteWith the Wind,” has a refreshworty in this respect with his pordifferent role as a poor—
trait of a warmly-human, straight- ingly
violin
but
temperamental
shooting minister who is appointed student who learns about love from
chaplain of a large modern prison. Jeffrey Lynn, who plays a handfeatured

Carrol

in the persons of RobLynne Overman and

ton.
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Olivia DeHavilland Stars In
Bijou Bill Features
Comedy Of Errors At
Prison Film Wednesday
Carolina Theatre

knows

*

cast

marine.
Robert Preston strays
from his party and is found by
Dorothy and Koko. Dorothy literally captures him, makes a scanty
cloth pareu for Bob to wear instead of his civilied clothes.
There follows an unusual love
story, between an uncivilized Dorothy and a bewildered Robert Pres-
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"Turnabout,” a very different
technique was developed and only
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Ronald Colman and Ginger Rogers, as a pair of sweepstakes winners, go_ on a make-believe honeymoon in “Lucky Partners.” All’s well
until Ginger’s fiance turns up. This delightful new comedy-romance
begins its local showing on Thursday at the Carolina.

the picture with a surprise-filled
climax full of unexpected happenings and laugh-filled incidents. For
the filming of the special sequences

I

woman,
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ert Preston,

jvVusiness

the versatile camera
way it was employed

a

lonely island since childhood, with only the company of a
trained female chimpanee, Koko.
First visitors to Dorothy’s lonely

literally.

pants

most
Several of the largest and
has seen in
lavish sets Hollywood
for
ecent vears were constructed
■■Turnabout,” the most outstandinga
a replica of
among these being
which
office
building
slivscraper
firm where
Mses the advertising
action takes
peat part of the
is modern, with
olace. The decor
built-in-wall radio and bookshelves,
in black and
aBj angular furniture
It reflects the strict,rav colors.
attitude of the man who
his volatile nature.
and
it.
5js
After our heroine and hero ex•‘Turnchange places and sexes in
about,'’ confusion and chaos ensue.
Hubbard's partners in the film,
Adolphe Menjou and William Garthe sudden
«an, cannot understand
who
feminity of their associate
dammanages to cause all sorts of
of the firm and
age to the prestige
to" lose it most of its valuable clientele. Back home, the same sort
of thing happens for the somewhat
masculine-looking lady of the house
is hardly proficient with the servants and no match for the correct
social life.
How the story winds up provides
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when Miss Landis
and Hubbard as
sexes. The
w husband exchange
Landis steps
Miss
shapely
",elte
shoes
her husband’s oversize
1‘,
with the problems
d experiment
Led by the male portion of humanity Six-foot, broad-shouldered
fashionable soHubbard becomes a
matron and flutters about at
parties while his wife
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slick confidence men.
Frank Woodruff directed "Cross
Country Romance” for RKO Radio
Cast in a romantic, light-comefrom a screen play by Jerry Cady
dy role—the type he has populariz- and Bert Granet. Eleanor Browne
Raymond
ed for many years
wrote the orginial story, and Cliff
plays a young, newly-graduated Reid produced the film.
8
doctor who is offered an important
medical research job in China. Tc
A total of 25,000 bales of cotton
get there he plans to drive from were
graded and classed under
his
in
San
Francisco
New York to
of the State Dethe
supervision
a
catch
auto trailer and there
partment of Agriculture’s warefrighter to his destination.
1939.
In the role of an impetuous house division in

new South Sea island costume
swatch of close-hauled
cloth called a lava lava; scantier
than a sarong! She is Cast in this

in

high

the

Wendy
Royal Theatre
Thursday.

Fire, typhoon and tidal wave are
brought together in a single furious
in
sequence, culminating in a gale
which whole palm trees are uprooted and go hurtling by in the
tropic dusk.
In “Typhoon,” Dorothy appears

supported by an
3
cast of players which
Adolphe Menjou, William
®Les
®
Verree Teasdale, Mary
rffan
Donald Meek and Margaret
are

Hubbard

Thursday
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This is the beginning of the sequence of hilarious complications
and a cross-country romance that
has a laugh in every line!
And
Appearing in support of Raymond and Miss Barrie are Hedda
dealRomance,”
“Cross Country
Hopper, as the heiress’ distraught
the
ing in sprightly fashion with
society
mother; Billy Gilbert,
of
hectic coast-to-coast adventures
as an Italian cafe owner; George
rid
a penniless doctor who can’t
P. Huntley, as the groom who is
aimself of a beautiful trailer-stowa- left at the alter; and B e r y o n
and
way, brings Gene Raymond
Churchill and Tom Dugan as the
Barrie, as co-stars to the

Replaces Sarong
With New South Sea
Island Dress

Tomorrow

Carole Landis,

Cross Country Romance’ To
Play There Wednesday

Lamour

Slated

Royal

parked nearby.

er

Thorne Smith Novel
For Shewing At

fiIm of

heiress, Wendy Barrie decides sht
with a distasteful
can’t go
She sheds her wedding
gown, makes a miraculous escaps
from the house clad only in her
undies, and seeks refuge in a trail-
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“Typhoon” starriifg Dorothy Lamour and
at tjie Bijou theatre tomorrow and Tuesday with
Overman and J. Carrol Nalsh in supporting roles.
A
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RONALD COLMAN, GINGER ROGERS in "LUCKY PARTNERS"
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